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LIANA WALL DECO

79ce7850-d4e0-4bb6-983f-5c22b18f0795

WALL DECO L

Type Of Wood: Liana (A liana is a long-
stemmed, woody vine that is rooted in the
soil at ground level and uses trees, as well
as other means of vertical support, to climb
up to the canopy in search of direct
sunlight.[1] The word liana does not refer to
a taxonomic grouping, but rather a habit of
plant growth – much like tree or shrub.
Hand-woven from liana vines, the circle of
eternity wall hanging transcends mere
decoration. Its perfect form whispers tales
of endless time, a serene symbol crafted
with patient hands. More than art, it's a
window to tranquility, whispering beauty
and interconnectedness.
(w) 47″ x (d) 47″ x (h) 3″
(w) 119 x (d) 119 x (h) 8 cm
Color: Natural

441651
Wood

Dimensions 47 × 47 × 3 cm

SKU: 441651

WALL DECO M

Type Of Wood: Liana (A liana is a long-
stemmed, woody vine that is rooted in the
soil at ground level and uses trees, as well
as other means of vertical support, to climb
up to the canopy in search of direct
sunlight.[1] The word liana does not refer to
a taxonomic grouping, but rather a habit of
plant growth – much like tree or shrub.
Hand-woven from liana vines, the circle of
eternity wall hanging transcends mere
decoration. Its perfect form whispers tales
of endless time, a serene symbol crafted
with patient hands. More than art, it's a
window to tranquility, whispering beauty
and interconnectedness.
(w) 39″ x (d) 39″ x (h) 3″
(w) 99 x (d) 99 x (h) 8 cm
Color: Natural

441650
Wood

Dimensions 39 × 39 × 3 cm

SKU: 441650

WALL DECO S

Type Of Wood: Liana (A liana is a long-
stemmed, woody vine that is rooted in the
soil at ground level and uses trees, as well
as other means of vertical support, to climb
up to the canopy in search of direct
sunlight.[1] The word liana does not refer to
a taxonomic grouping, but rather a habit of
plant growth – much like tree or shrub.
Hand-woven from liana vines, the circle of
eternity wall hanging transcends mere
decoration. Its perfect form whispers tales
of endless time, a serene symbol crafted
with patient hands. More than art, it's a
window to tranquility, whispering beauty
and interconnectedness.
(w) 32″ x (d) 32″ x (h) 3″
(w) 81 x (d) 81 x (h) 8 cm
Color: Natural

441649
Wood

Dimensions 32 × 32 × 3 cm

SKU: 441649

WALL DECO L

Type Of Wood: Liana (A liana is a long-
stemmed, woody vine that is rooted in the
soil at ground level and uses trees, as well
as other means of vertical support, to climb
up to the canopy in search of direct
sunlight.[1] The word liana does not refer to
a taxonomic grouping, but rather a habit of
plant growth – much like tree or shrub.
Hand-woven from liana vines, the circle of
eternity wall hanging transcends mere
decoration. Its perfect form whispers tales
of endless time, a serene symbol crafted
with patient hands. More than art, it's a
window to tranquility, whispering beauty
and interconnectedness.
(w) 47″ x (d) 47″ x (h) 3″
(w) 119 x (d) 119 x (h) 8 cm
Color: Black

441648
Wood

Dimensions 47 × 47 × 3 cm

SKU: 441648

https://www.asianloft.com/collections/wall-decoration/liana-wall-deco/wall-deco-l-33/
https://www.asianloft.com/collections/wall-decoration/liana-wall-deco/wall-deco-m-10/
https://www.asianloft.com/collections/wall-decoration/liana-wall-deco/wall-deco-s-2/
https://www.asianloft.com/collections/wall-decoration/liana-wall-deco/wall-deco-l-32/
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WALL DECO M

Type Of Wood: Liana (A liana is a long-
stemmed, woody vine that is rooted in the
soil at ground level and uses trees, as well
as other means of vertical support, to climb
up to the canopy in search of direct
sunlight.[1] The word liana does not refer to
a taxonomic grouping, but rather a habit of
plant growth – much like tree or shrub.
Hand-woven from liana vines, the circle of
eternity wall hanging transcends mere
decoration. Its perfect form whispers tales
of endless time, a serene symbol crafted
with patient hands. More than art, it's a
window to tranquility, whispering beauty
and interconnectedness.
(w) 39″ x (d) 39″ x (h) 3″
(w) 99 x (d) 99 x (h) 8 cm
Color: Black

441647
Wood

Dimensions 39 × 39 × 3 cm

SKU: 441647

WALL DECO S

Type Of Wood: Liana (A liana is a long-
stemmed, woody vine that is rooted in the
soil at ground level and uses trees, as well
as other means of vertical support, to climb
up to the canopy in search of direct
sunlight.[1] The word liana does not refer to
a taxonomic grouping, but rather a habit of
plant growth – much like tree or shrub.
Hand-woven from liana vines, the circle of
eternity wall hanging transcends mere
decoration. Its perfect form whispers tales
of endless time, a serene symbol crafted
with patient hands. More than art, it's a
window to tranquility, whispering beauty
and interconnectedness.
(w) 32″ x (d) 32″ x (h) 3″
(w) 81 x (d) 81 x (h) 8 cm
Color: Black

441646
Wood

Dimensions 32 × 32 × 3 cm

SKU: 441646

https://www.asianloft.com/collections/wall-decoration/liana-wall-deco/wall-deco-m-9/
https://www.asianloft.com/collections/wall-decoration/liana-wall-deco/wall-deco-s/

